"What? Me Worry?"

Edwin Middleton Grundy, III
ADVANCE Alum '93-'97

ADVANCE '97
MOVIN' ON
1997 ADVANCE Yearbook Staff

Roblynn Gass (typed a lot and took pictures)
Leslie Gregory :) :)
Chris Gresham (used newspaper skills wisely)

ADVANCE Staff Haiku
Roblynn clicked and clicked
Chris re-sized the whole yearbook
And Leslie Smiled, Smiled :)

Edwin Grundy is our only student this year who has been with ADVANCE for five years. We have ten students that have been here for four years.
Edwin tells us that he has never been in the yearbook except his group picture. In his honor, and with our love, we've put him on our cover.
This year's title is *Movin' On*, because all of us do.
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Faculty and Staff
(Front to Back, Left to Right)
Makhar Jamil
Yvonne Ouy
Mike Brown
David Wood
Arthur Williams
Martita Talbert Smith
Patricia Moton
Sue Hicks
Virginia Cecchini
Cathy Dowden
Mary Ellen Franklin
Hershel Palmer
Coco L. Gregory
Steve Sandifer
Frank Serio
Dave Anderson
Leon Hsu
Jim Findley
Curt Posler
Mike Spivey
Link Hall
Pat Gresham
Elizabeth Hall

Teaching Assistants
(Front to Back, Left to Right)
Marissa Troups
Jennifer Kyzor
Leighia Lynn
Cabrera Sawyer
Martita Cecchini
Mary Wood
Rukhama Jamil
Devender Singh
Angela Turner
Jennifer Hoffpauir
Sloan Snow
Greg Romero
Riky Hopkins
Chris Gresham
Steven Saunders
Lewis Le
Troy Clough
Randy Schulz
Dan Hypes
Lee Vanderpool
Travis Wartzinskiack
Resident Advisers

(Front to Back, Left to Right)
Chris Coller
Jen House
Jonathan Gauthier
Nicole Doggett
Scotty Williams
Branden Schwartz
Scarlett Lynn
Jennifer Fabre
Michelle Craig
Becky Wood
Sandy Schmiedler
Roblynn Gass
Christopher Coco
Carrie Shepherd
Chuck Bradford
Israel Cecchini
John Ray
Joie Allen
Paul Robicheaux
Cooper Chadick
(Security Dude)
Richard Long
Gina Gitchrist

The Girls with Kaleidoscope Eyes
Scarlett
(the dorm mouse)
(Neet to back, left to right)
Natalie Hudson
Carina Saxton
Cara Davis
Rachelle Randall
Erin Jenkins
Jennifer Wood
Katie May
Crystal Hodges
Evelyn Scarborough
Sherry Savage
Megan Greensfelder
Solvig Pittenger
Rindha Reddy
Kate James
Scarlett Lynn - RA

Unnamed & Unnumbered

Feel the Love

Sandy
(Neet to back, left to right)
Parul Patel
Deepti Reddy
Sandy Schmieder - RA
Angela Turner - TA
Ashley Flanagan
Deepa Dhume
Stephanie Savory
Nicole Roach
Lucy Lomas
Tara Ebeling
Rebecca Jimenez
Kate Rogers
Haritha Akkaraju
Meeti Gandhi
Taneka Welch
Anjali Kulkarni

Feel the Love
Paul
(Row from Back, Left to Right)
Paul Robichaux - RA
Somil Trivedi
Jason Chung
Crawford Comeaux
Raymond Bayane
Dae Yi
Patrick Meliff
Vikas Kothapalli
David Friend
Allen Geer
Lyle Lambert
Daniel LeBlanc
Turhan Sarwar

Single File Stomach Monkeys

Roblynn
(Row from Back, Left to Right)
Cherie Guerrero
Abbey Green
Mattie Hartman
Claire Lummus
Gina In
Puja Verma
Diana Richey
Amy Lin
Jane Gruning
Beth McDowell
Minka Stoyanova
Katherine Marlborough
Erin Calhoun

Space Cakes

Space Cakes
Jennifer

(Front to Back, Left to Right)
Ashley Steffert
Lesley White
Laura Hobbs
Kathy Lee
Katie Perkins
Renee Brooks
Jen Fabre - RA
Yamini Natarajan
Suhitha Reddy
Laurel Raines
Fonda Lucas
Whitney Emmons
Vy Van Ky

Lion Pride

Chuck

(Back to Front, Left to Right)
Chuck Bradford - RA
David Jeffersis
Channing Joseph
Yungsheng Wing
Neal Hebert
Lee Vanderpool - TA
Christopher Rankin
Daniel Hsia
Matthew Kuzio
Benjamin Chen
Lane Saucier
Daniel Yoo
William Highsmith
Alok Turakhia
Adrian Abreo
Stephen Graham

The Scumdogs

The Scumdogs
Sophisticates

Red and the No Brainers
Becky

Rukhama Jamal - TA
Becky Wood - RA
Ashley Smith
Sarah McKenzie
Sarah Bayne
Roula Abisamra
Katherine Raley
Ann Lin
Jennifer Hsia
Mary Wood - TA
Jill Farrington
Erryca Robicheaux
Anne Stellito
Christi Baker
Lisa Butler
Clare Abreu
Chevron French

Spastic Green Beans

Chris

Greg Romero - TA
Asher Killian
Andrew James
John Durham
David Flaherty
Thomas Durham, II
Jeffery Lin
Jonathan Toups
Arthur Welch, III
Pavan Bactireddy
Vijay Kallas
Nathaniel Singleton
Ngtha Nguyen
Daniel Do
Paul Eugene
Edwin Grundy
Chris Collier - RA

Chris' Commandos

Spastic Green Beans
Jonathan's Bad Habits

Idiotic Rubber Chickens

Jonathan's Bad Habits

Idiotic Rubber Chickens
Jen
(From top, Left to Right)
Jennifer Kyzar - TA
Jennifer House - RA
Fran Rabalais
Kerry Gaudé
Ula Kobesko
Katie Barrilleaux
Ashlee Mouton
Liz Zellner
Sherry Leung
Kate Wiggins
Nicole Fox
Adrienne R. Haik
Nina Tang
Tina Ho
Rachel Yenni
Rebecca Kindschi
Laura Rhea

Uhhhh........

LA 1 Road Kill Crew

(From top, Left to Right)
Ravi Davuluri
Nathan Janson
Nirmal Nathan
Jason Huang
Matt Winter
Alexander
Yiannopoulos
Ben Cutrill
Dade Veron
Jabbar Fahim
Mehul Trevedi
Raston Boroujerdi
Jordan Gibson
Matthew Arbo
Richard Long - RA
Michael Loughry

Uhhhh.....
Mrs. Pac Man and the Abstinent Ghosts

Carrie
(Cover to Back, Left to Right)
Carrie Ann Shepherd - RA
Suzannah Johnson
Brenda Buschman
Tory White
Kristen Ezel
Mary Margaret Seale
Elizabeth Gross
Kristy Haseldine
Christina Govin
Sara Manginacina
Crystal Laster
Kemi Macedoni
Jessica White
Nicole Dandenard
Emily Allen
Alex Dang

Mrs. Pac Man and the Abstinent Ghosts

Manboobs

John
(Cover to Back, Left to Right)
Farhad Bahressa
John Ray
Josh Harris
Zach Williams
Everett Wilson
Nick Ball
Bert Froeba
Majid Boroujerdi
Vasu Polineni
Daniel Lewis
Colin Chance
James Deng
James Dang

Manboobs
Peeping Toms

The Average Advance Student

I spend nine and a half months out of the year suffering, waiting for three weeks in the summer. ADVANCE has made a big impact on my life. I would like a cool RA please. I'm pretty quiet, I'm sort of eccentric. I wouldn't call myself normal, because normal does not have a definition. I like being myself. I get to bed easiest with a tape on. Like to read. I'm sort of shy. I get tired of things very easily if they become dull or unexciting. I don't watch TV much. Some people would call me weird. I don't like conformity. Introvert. Happy. Pragmatic. I'm very organized. People fascinate me. I'm nice, observant and more than a little weird. Hypocritical people suck. I prefer not to be around quiet, non-social or negative people. Idealistic, optimistic. My parents are from India. I need sleep. I like getting on the Internet. All A's. I'm not a morning person. I'm open minded. I like playing music. I like to listen to music. I like philosophical discussions. I do not like my room too cold. I do not eat cow or any cow product. I'm a vegetarian but do eat eggs and drink milk. I love coffee houses. I am not a very quiet person. I can be spacy. Very active. Can't stay in one place or be still for very long. I want to be the best I can be at whatever I do. I am good at computer programming. I enjoy writing, singing and acting. I'm creative, smart, anti-conformist, open-minded, morally conscious and inquisitive. I like intelligent conversation. I am friendly. I procrastinate sometimes. I'm very well rounded. I like sports. Non-physical activities cause enjoyment. I enjoy getting into mischief. Different is the key and yet it isn't. I am going to be a postal worker. I wish I was a duck. I am absent minded and tend to lose things. I am impatient with severe immaturity. I love to get up early. I like chocolate covered coffee beans. I try to make my personality better adapted to my surroundings. I am a 14 year boy who seems to be part of my sister's master plan. Smart but not genius. Ping pong. I'm not athletic. I am interested in the world. I like morning baths; please put me with someone that likes night baths. I can be forgetful. I see myself as having a jovial and cheerful character. I often breathe, eat and sleep. I think I may be a little vain about my personal hygiene, but not snobbish. I am somewhat introverted. I have a low threshold of humor. I like what I do, who I am, and where I am going. Uncool people need not apply!
NAME THAT SEVENTH GRADER:
Can you identify the following TAs and RAs from these great remembrances of their salad days?

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  

Adios, Los Muchachos! Au Revoirs, Les Enfants! Sure as shootin', I'll probably see you next year!

Ms. Pat, basking in the sun, a while back.